NOTICE

Please note that the Minister of Education, University and Research, through ministerial decree of 31 January 2019, n. 66, announced the votes for reappointment of the National Council of University Students (Consiglio Nazionale Studenti Universitari - C.N.S.U.).

**Voting will take place on 14 and Thursday 15 May 2019.**

The following representatives will be elected:

1) 28 student representatives enrolled in three-year university degree programmes, old and new educational system study programmes and laurea specialistica study programmes of old and new educational systems;
2) 1 student representative enrolled in Ph.D. study programmes;
3) 1 student representative enrolled in specializing courses.

The election of 28 student representatives is carried out on the basis of the four Districts represented by the Universities regrouped by Regions. Politecnico di Milano is included in the 2nd District, including the universities of Liguria, Piemonte and Lombardia.

**Each District votes for 7 representatives.**

Voting will be carried out with the proportional representation system with Lists of competitors. Active and passive voting rights can be exercised by students regularly enrolled in three-year university degree programmes, old and new educational system study programmes and laurea specialistica study programmes of old and new educational systems, available at Politecnico di Milano within and not later than 31 January 2019.

Please note that, in order to exercise the active and passive voting rights, confirmed by regular enrolment in laurea study programmes activated by Politecnico di Milano, this requirement must be held on the date of submission of applications and related inclusion to the Local Electoral Commission, **as to say on Friday 12 April 2019**.

Candidates who are not registered within 12 April 2019 are excluded from voting and cannot be replaced.

The enrolment to the study programmes can be confirmed by the regular payment of university tuition fees.

The lists of students enrolled that can exercise their active and passive voting rights will be available, for those interested, in the Staff Functions - General Affairs and Institutional Regulations, starting **from 12 March 2019**; any exclusions from the lists must be reported by the interested parties to this Service, at: elezionistudentesche@polimi.it

For the purposes of creation the Lists, it is necessary to use the forms provided by the Ministry of Education, University and Research, consisting of:

a) submission scheme of List of candidates;
b) name and symbol of the List;
c) list of candidates, maximum 9 per District;
d) self-certified acceptance of the application for each candidate student, together with related personal data, the University to which s/he belongs to, the study programme and the student identification number;
e) signatures supporting the List, maximum 500 signatures for each University per District.

Ministerial Decree n. 66 of 31 January 2019 and the forms mentioned above, customized with the logo of Politecnico di Milano, are already published on the University Web site at the following link: https://www.polimi.it/il-politecnico/organizzazione/organi-di-ateneo/rappresentanti-studenti/votazioni-cnsu-e-votazioni-studentesche/#c50711
Each List, with the forms mentioned above, must be submitted by a signatory voter, identified by personal data and those relating to student status, to the Local Electoral Commission, established at the University of Milan, **no later than 13.00 on Friday 12 April 2019**. The Local Electoral Commission will make public the certification results of the Lists admitted to the voting with the related candidates; these results will be also published on the institutional Web site of Politecnico di Milano - link: [https://www.polimi.it/il-politecnico/organizzazione/organi-di-ateneo/rappresentanti-studenti/votazioni-cnsu-e-votazioni-studentesche/#c50711](https://www.polimi.it/il-politecnico/organizzazione/organi-di-ateneo/rappresentanti-studenti/votazioni-cnsu-e-votazioni-studentesche/#c50711)

When the applications will be published, the electoral campaign will start, ending 24 hours before the first voting date.

Further information can be requested by writing to the Staff Functions - General Affairs and Institutional Regulations, at: elezionistudentesche@polimi.it
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